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copifl observation of plasma facing structures in a fusion device allows the estimation

leased particle flux. 1n ASDEX Upgrade the visible emission of CH at £558 nm was

used for a quantitative determination of the carbon influx from the outer divertor .
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For a hDIflOgeneous plasma (constant Te) the particle influx is given by
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where S and X are ionisation and excitation rate coelficients, B is the branching ratio and I

is the measured intensity (in photons/m“2sr‘1s'l). In general, the quantity S/X is a strong
function of the electron temperature typical for divertor plasmas (below EDeV) and has to be

known to evaluate the fluxes [2]. Moreover, if there are temperature gradients in the divertor

the above equation only holds for an average but unknown temperature T3”.

In [1] the plasma parameters determined by an in-vessel probe in the outer divertor at fixed

__ position were used for the evaluation of the flux. Here, we apply a line ratio method for an

15 .i ' estimation of the electron temperature at the position of the radiating species and discuss the

e i - limitations of the method due to temperature gradients.
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2 Carbon emission in the divertor

a scanning spectrometer for the VUV and visible range was used for spectroscopic studies of the
divertor radiation [3]. Its schematic arrangement on ASDEX Upgrade is shown in Fig. 1. Because
the targets are observed nearly in normal direction the measured intensity is proportional to the
particle flux.
Carbon line emission profiles are given in Fig.2. For Oil the emission of the resonance line
at 135.5 nm is compared to the visible line at 658.3nm (ohmic discharge with ion grad B drift
toward the X—point). CHI emission at 465 nm and 9762? nm is also shown for a neutral beam
heated discharge. The emission profiles of. both species in the visible differ from the VUV
emission. Typically, the line ratio furs/Imp is much greater in the outer divertor which can only
be explained by an inwout temperature asymmetry. In the inner divertor the temperature must
be so low that the high lying initial level of the visible line is not as efficiently populated as the
lower lying level of the VUV line. For an evaluation of the particle flux this asymmetry must
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Figure 1: Schematic arrangement of the Figure 2: Carbon emission in an lohmic (CH) and
scanning spectrometer for the VUV and neutral beam heated discharge (CHI) in the visible
visible range used for divertor studies. and VUV spectral range. Emission of the VUV resu.
Carbon emission will be plotted over the nance lines is nearly symmetric whereas the emission
deflection angle. in the visible dominates in the outer divertor.

be taken into account. Without knowledge of the temperature one can only say that the visible
emission profile is a better representation of the relative carbon influx than that in the VUV.
In Fig.3 the |CII and CW emission in an ohmic discharge is shown. At 2.13s the gas valve was
closed leading to a reduction of the plasma flux to the targets. The divertor density decreases1
followed by an increase of the temperature. in the outer divertor both intensities decrease as
expected. In the inner one, however, the CH emission decreases whereas the CW emission rises.
Here the temperature dependence of the ratio SIX is essential for a correct interpretation.

3 Electron temperatures determined by the line ratio method
The line ratio method was already applied to determine the electron temperature in the divertor
of the DIlIuD tokamalr [4]. The chosen carbon lines at distant wavelengths in the VUV, however,
require an absolute calibration of the spectrometer. We use instead closely neighbouring lines
of 011 at Sili’nm (quartet system] and 85.8nm (doublet system) which can be quantitatively
analysed without a calibration. The line ratio was calculated with a collisional-radiative model
[5]. In this model all metastable levels of carbon were taken into account. The temperature
dependence shown in Fig. cl results mainly from the energy separation of 5.3 e‘vr of the metastable
and ground term of CH which are the initial states to populate the upper levels of the transis
tions at 80.? nm and 85.8 nm, respectively. Temperatures determined in this way characterise
the region where CII emission is maximal along the line of sight (Tamra).
The investigation of the ohmic discharge described above showed clearly the assumed asymme-

try. A value ofT = hell” in the inner divertor and 12 eV in the outer divertor is found. After
closure of the gas valve this asymmetry is reduced. Now the inner divertor temperature rises to
Qe‘v' which is the reason for the observed increase of the '{L‘I‘hr signal (see Fig.3).
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with subsequent detachment in the inner diverter is also found in other

. - tokamekfi (Elli-D, ALCATOR CrMDd) and can he explained by a preferentialenergy

divert? the outer part of the sol [6]. Symmetry returns when both divertors (inner and outer)
' input “1t d as an example we consider a neutral beam heated discharge (#7?43) with two

. are EBtafllleie'aus At a densitr of 5 ~ 1019 m‘3 We find Ta = 5 eV and Tan = lfleV. When the
.-. ' density P Enoreased up to 8 . 1019 m"3 the outer diverter detaches too and T.,.,,,,-3 is get; in both

I aSIW IS 011 radiates nev.r in a greater distance from the plates.

dwertmfil trically detached diverter was found in the Elli-modeling with the BZ-Eirene

A lower temperature

an
;

.11
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.' SUCh [LII asymme , . , - f - h_: de Fig-5 shows the isolines of the electron temperature in steps o lei! together eat the
' co]. has of the total 011 emission for a 3.5MW neutral beam heated discharge. In the inner

gilltol' CH emission peaks at 4eV and in the outer at SeV which is near to the temperatures
1 -

E line ratio method.
. .; found by the

-. _ 4 Carbon flux ratios

E I We Consider the symmetrical emission profiles in the VUV. When taking into account the term
E } eraturfi dependence of 8/): we arrive at a flux ratio (inside - outside) in the detached phase of
E. .1 113430 and after closing the valve of 1 : 1 for the ohmic discharge discussed above. Visible emission

E ' SIEDWS an asymmetrical influx alreadyl directly. A quantitative evaluation with the proper ratio

i-'.
-'-

'-

of 3/32 results in the same ratio as above.
. .

With the strong temperature gradient and the low temperatures in the inner diverter a prob-

. lem arises. If the ionization length is comparable to the temperature gradient length we hare

E T,” “a Temo- A higher value of the temperature value results in a greater S fK and therefore

reduces the flux asymmetry. A quantitative evaluation is then impossible without modeling

the temperature gradient. The flu): asymmetry, hflWEVEr. remains in any case. One can state
that the electron temperature has a great influence on the carbon erosion indicating the role of

physical sputtering.

5 Summary

Electron temperatures in the divertor have been estimated using the line ratio method. Asym-
metries were found with temperatures as [onr as 5eV in the inner diverter resulting in an asym~ -
metrical carbon influx from the target plates. B2 ~ Eirene modeling of the divertor confirms the
temperatures found as well as the observed inside - outside asymmetry.
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Figure 3: IComparison of the CH and CIV emis— Figure 4: CH line ratio of 80.7 nm (quare
sion in two phases of the standard discharge: tet system) and 85.8nm (doublet system)
solid line — before closure, and dashed line - af— as a function of the electron temperature.
ter closure of the gas 1traltre. Note the opposite The energy of the initial levels is 20.6 and
behaviour of CH and CIV emission in the inner 14.4 elf, respectively.
diverter.
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Figure 5: Typical asymmetrical diverter detachment obtained from B2 Eirene code calculations
for 3.5s input power and n... e 4-1019rnr3. In the inner diverter (left) the CH radiation enne
(broken contour lines) is well separated from the plates. The maximum appears at ci-eV (full
lines). In the enter diverter (right) this zone is attached to the plate. Higher temperature regions
where the ill.3 contours are less inclined with respect to the lines of sight of the spectrometer
contribute preferentially to the measured intensity [8 eV).
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